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Everything you need to
know about QUARTZ

Why has quartz become the
worktop of choice in the UK?
Granite worktops have a natural
beauty and a harmonious colour
palette. While historically, it has
been almost impossible to
replicate this with engineered
quartz, the latest natural quartz
worktops now offer exquisite
designs, a wide range of colour
options, and striking visual appeal.
And, because the quartz mineral is
only three levels below the
hardness of diamond, it truly is a

warrior in the kitchen when it
comes to being scratch resistant.
Your knife will blunt before you
even start to scratch the surface!
What’s more, with quartz as
hygienic as stainless steel, it’s no
wonder that it has taken over from
granite as the number one choice
of kitchen worktop in the UK.

Granite and quartz worktops.
What’s the difference?
Granite has a natural beauty and a
combination of hues that gives it a
harmonious colour palette.
Quartz, on the other hand although a natural material in
nature - is engineered to create an
immense range of colours. So,
from pure whites to greys, to deep
reds, mirrors and sparkles, quartz
kitchen worktops come in all the
colours of the rainbow. And can be
made to suit any interior design
scheme.
Apart from the aesthetics, the
attributes of granite and quartz are
similar, but not entirely the same.
Both are heat resistant and can
withstand a warm pan being
placed directly upon them.
However, quartz worktops have
resin added to bind the minerals
together during the manufacturing
process. This means quartz can
be damaged by extreme heat, so a

worktop protector should be used.
That said, quartz is only three
levels below the hardness of
diamond, so it's almost entirely
scratch resistant.
Even better, unlike granite, quartz
is non-porous, and by default is
non-bacterial. This means it’s
tough to stain quartz, whereas
granite can absorb liquids if the
seal has started to wear.

Why should you choose a quartz
kitchen worktop?
We've already discussed the
resilience of quartz, and it's antibacterial properties, but another
area where quartz has the
advantage over granite, is in the
creation of leading edge colours
that can enhance the functional
look of any kitchen worktop or
bathroom area.

What's more, as well as being
incredibly hard wearing and
aesthetically pleasing, quartz is
also affordable with a worktop to
suit all budgets.

How to choose the right colour
when selecting a quartz worktop?
Quartz worktops are available in
literally hundreds of colours. But
selecting the correct shade can be
daunting. It’s easy to repaint a
wall, but changing your worktops
isn't as straightforward!
Here are our tips when selecting
the right worktop for you:
• Consider a neutral base and
introduce colours and accents
that are easy to replace
• Pay close attention to the
colours of the other objects in
the kitchen. You don't want to
clash!
• Consider a monochromatic
colour scheme which takes a
single colour or hue, and uses
different shades, tints and tones
to create a comforting effect
• Develop a complementary
colour scheme. Opposing
colours on a colour wheel are
complementary because they
work well together

• Consider colours that sit next to
one another on a colour wheel;
resulting in a classical balance.
Ultimately, your colour choices
should support your overall design
vision. And, that's why we offer a
personalised consultation service
to help you to select the right
worktops for you.

Some interesting facts about
quartz!
Have you ever wondered where
quartz comes from or what it is
made of? Well, wonder no more!
• Quartz is the second most
abundant natural mineral in the
Earth’s continental crust
• Quartz is derived from the
German word “Quarz”
• Quartz worktops are made up of
roughly 7% resin and 93%
quartz
• Quartz is a defining constituent
of granite
• Common colour varieties include
citrine, rose quartz, amethyst,
smoky quartz and milky quartz
• Quartz, has been used in
sandpaper, radar, and soap
• In the ancient past varieties of
quartz have been the most
commonly used mineral in the
making of jewellery and

hardstone carvings, especially in
Europe and the Middle East
• Quartz is non-porous which
makes it ideal for a kitchen
worktop as this gives it antibacteria qualities
• Quartz worktops emit volatile
organic compounds that are
non-toxic. So they are good for
air quality
• Quartz is one of the hardest
minerals in the world at a 7 on
the Mohs Scale of Hardness. To
give you an idea of how hard
that is, diamonds are ranked the
hardest at number 10!
So you see, the origins and
usages of quartz tell an interesting
tale, long before they became
kitchen worktops!

Putting the finishing touches to
your quartz kitchen worktop
Quartz worktops come with
several different finishes to choose
from. These include:
• Less glossy finishes (unlike
granite which is generally highly
polished and very shiny,
particularly in black)
• A velvet or honed finish (nonshiny or matt). This is soft and
tactile to touch
• A textured or rippled surface
which looks natural and actually
feels like real stone

• A brushed surface which is
coarsely textured and reflects
the least amount of light
• A high gloss (one of the most
popular finishes chosen by
homeowners)
• A satin finish (suede or honed)
that is less reflective and more
subdued.
The creativity with quartz is
endless, and its appeal is growing
due to its many different colour
and finish options.

How seamless should your quartz
worktop joints be?
Achieving a perfect joint on a
quartz worktop is a highly skilled
task. If done incorrectly, problems
carry on through fabrication into
final installation.
Generally, with quartz worktops,
the maximum length for a single
piece without jointing is 3000mm.
Once made, all the worktop pieces
should be placed on the units,
without adhesive to be checked for
the correct size, shape, and
positioning.
Exposed edges and corners should
also be checked, as well as the
surface level. Any discrepancies
must be rectified at this stage.
A space of 1mm should also be left
between the surface edge and the
wall to allow for expansion and
contraction.
All joints should be as
inconspicuous as possible with a
coloured matched epoxy resin. In
general, our joints are less than
3mm wide. Bad practice with some

fabricators, we never use silicone
to seal seams, as while it’s a quick
and easy fix, it is highly ineffective.
Your worktop should be checked
for any dust/debris before sealer is
applied. The seals should be
closed with professional seaming
clamps and removed (with any
excess adhesive) once the
adhesive is completely dry.
Worktops should then be cleaned
with alcohol and a clean cloth.
If your worktops are having
upstands installed, a flexible
adhesive (e.g. 100% silicone)
should be used between the wall
and worktop to prevent water from
entering the back of the cabinet.
Always ask your fabricator how
they will template and install your
worktops, as workmanship and
quality levels can vary across the
stone industry.
Not all joints are created equal!

Get the lingo! A helpful guide to
buying quartz kitchen worktops
Want the heads up on the key
terms you need to know when
buying quartz worktops? Say no
more!
• Undermount. A cut out made
precisely to the shape of a sink
fixed underneath the worktop.
Gives an amazing finish with the
inside polished edges on show
• Drainer Grooves. Cut into the
worktop to act as a water
drainer. Part function, part
design
• Inset Sink/Hob Cut Out. An
unpolished cut out for a topmounted sink or hob
• Profile Edge. The shape of the
worktop edge, the most popular
being a Double Chamfer, Flat
Ariss, or Bullnose.
• Radius Curved Corners.
Curved edges that match the
base unit profile below. Some

fabricators will charge extra for
large radius curved corners
• Breakfront. Part of the worktop
that juts out
• Upstands. A border fitted
against walls sitting on top of a
worktop to offer protection and
give a wonderful finish
• Splashback. A rectangular
shaped piece of material which
can be fixed to the wall behind
the hob, range cooker or sink
offering protection from cooking
liquids, steam and/or water.

Cheshire Granite Worktops quartz
range
Cheshire Granite Worktops
supplies stunning quartz worktops
from 12 of the world’s leading
quartz manufacturers, spanning
three continents (USA, Europe,
and Asia).

We also supply several lesser
known challenger brands that offer
very competitive prices across
popular colour ranges.

Cambria Quartz worktops from
Cheshire Granite Worktops
An independent supplier of granite
and quartz worktops, at Cheshire
Granite Worktops we make all our
work surfaces in Knutsford; using
stones supplied by manufacturers
across the world. Our family-run
business has a range of samples
in our office, showcasing our
sophisticated quartz palettes.
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We are also the first supplier in the
region to be able to offer Cambria
quartz. Renowned for transforming
kitchens and bathrooms into
stylish spaces – in places such as
Palm Beach and New York –
Cambria offers over 130 exquisite
designs across nine collections.

With a wealth of knowledge on colours, products, and pricing, at Cheshire
Granite Worktops we provide you with the perfect worktop solution to
complement your kitchen design.
Helping you to choose wisely when making an investment in a quartz kitchen
worktop that will change the appearance of your kitchen, we work with you
every step of the way, taking care of the whole process for you.
If you would like to have a chat with us to find out how updating your worktops
will add value to your kitchen and home, please do not hesitate to contact us
today.

Unit G, Stanley Estate, Stanley Road, Knutsford, Cheshire, WA16 0EG
Phone: 01565 300065
Email: enquiries@cheshiregraniteworktops.co.uk
Twitter: @CheshireGranite
Facebook: facebook.com/cheshiregraniteworktops

